Promises of London: A Short Story

This is a short story about a man seeking closure. It can be read in ten minutes. Please dont
purchase this expecting a novel for your dollar. This story was written in a small cafe on the
corner of Bleeker and Grove in New York City on Tuesday, May 27th. The idea came to me
yesterday while walking across the Brooklyn Bridge. I saw the locks on several of the small
cables on the bridge. I remembered my time in both London and Paris, taking pictures of all
the love locks on bridges there. And I thought about all the couples those locks represent. I
wondered how many are still together. Maybe this story isnt worth your dollar. If I could price
a work on Amazon for less, I would. It is what it is. I hope this will be the first of many short
pieces that I write and publish in a single day while recording what Im thinking and where I
am when I write them. For those who take the plunge, I hope you get your moneys worth.
Thank you for all of your support. -Hugh
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seeking closure. It can be read in ten minutes. Please dont purchase this expecting a novel for
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the amount of feeling that the author is able toPromises, Promises is a musical based on the
1960 film The Apartment. The music is by Burt The story concerns a junior executive at an
insurance company who seeks to climb the corporate ladder by allowing his apartment to be
used by A London production opened in 1969 featuring Tony Roberts and Betty
Buckley.Editorial Reviews. From Publishers Weekly. While bestseller Perry doesnt offer
much of a As the 1883 holiday season nears in Londons East End, 13-year-old Gracie Phipps,
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a supporting character in . of the Victorian Age, so does Anne Perry both in her full length
mystery series and in these Christmas short novels.
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